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is a Windows
application used to

simulate CNC programs
before running them
on a real machine.

Why is Virtual
Machine the best CNC

program for CNC
machines? The
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VirtuMachine program
runs entirely on the
server side. This
allows the user to
run NC programs on
the executor server,
which allows users to
run more applications
than they could on
the client side

alone, including the
device drivers that

run those
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applications. The
program does not

require the client to
install an operating
system and other
components such as
drivers, etc., the
server simply takes
them from the client
and installs them

into the system. The
virtual machine is

available for
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installation in any
environment, there is
no need to install a
virtual machine on

the client's
computer. You can use

multiple virtual
machines for

different areas of
code. Instead of
using hashes from

IPC, virtual machines
are created without
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the use of hash
tables (HashTables)
and you can use the
hash in any part of
the program, such as
URLs. Easy and fast
installation, simple

change of
configuration and

configuration
entries. Virtutm

Machine allows you to
create cross-
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reference schemes
between virtual

machines.
Virtomachine

applications can be
created using a

variety of formats,
including containers
(Blocks), software

developments (Program
Reference Code, PDC)
and open source codes
(GPL). In addition,
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VirtMachines can be
distributed as an NC
program library that
can be loaded into
files used by the

client, which
provides better
interaction with

clients when
developing an NC

program. Version 1.0
RC1.0: Added support
for command word hash
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The new version
includes the

following changes -
Fixed file corruption
during installation -

Added stoppages
action for obsolete
files - Support for
64-bit encodings -
Built-in support for
porting code from

virtual to real mode
- Integration with
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GnuPG to copy/paste
files Versions 1.1
RC2.0.0 and higher:
Support for 64-bit
encodings (x64 bit)
is included Full

support for 64-bit NC
programs in version
1.2.1.4 and later

Widget Integration: +
Supports categories
in collections -
Faster element
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